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WHAT’S NEW
1.  SEAVIEW AQUARIUM ROLLS 
Designed in USA - Seaview backgrounds rolls are famous for 
their detail and clarity of images. Featuring 8 different scenes for 
Aquarium and Terrarium in 3 sizes - they also have available the 
Super Enhancer Gel Applicator that sharpen up the images further 
to give an almost actual presence appearance.

2.  PENN PLAX ACTION ORNAMENTS 
Yes, they are back in a new and a more exciting action range.  
With an overall “Pirates” theme, including Shipwrecks, Skeletons in 
Action, Giant Clams and Treasure Chests - this all-time favourite 
range from the past is sure to find new fans in today’s aquariums.

3.  WANPY - RAWHIDE DUMBBELLS WITH DUCK AND 
CHICKEN WRAP 
All-time favourite treats supplier Wanpy - certified by health 
authorities in over 40 different countries, have added some new 
items bound to become favourites.  The long Chew Rawhide 
Dumbbell sticks with either Chicken or Duck wrap on each end,  
are joined by the popular Calcium Bones with Chicken Wrap.   
All three items are available In 100 gm bags.

4.  VETALOGICA VITARAPID MEDICATED  
TREATS RANGE 
Pet Pacific is proud to offer the popular VitaRapid range of 
medicated Dog and Cat Treats to its customers.  Available in 
Tranquil , Joint & Arthritis Care, Skin & Coat, Oral Care, Digestive 
Care and Everyday Health.  Manufactured right here in Australia - 
these items have become a staple ongoing sales items for many 
local retailers.

5.  ANIMAGANZA - DOG TOY/TREATS RANGE 
USA designed superior action dog toys are arriving in late December.  
As well as being the most imaginative toy range ever - these toys 
carry internal treat sticks to guarantee maintained interest and hours 
of entertainment.  The funky and twisting shapes will intrigue and 
raise curiosity in even the most layed back dogs.

6.  ALCOTT RETRACTABLE LEASHES 
From the mastermind behind Flexi - comes a great range in stylish 
design and practability   This all tape range features all leashes in 
fluorescent colours and matching collars for heightened visibility at 
all times. These leashes out feature the leading range in a multiple 
of features - but maintain a sensible price more in line with lesser 
quality products.

7.  FERRET DIET 
From Australia’s No 1 pet food maker comes a new Ferret Food 
featuring 36 % meat in the diet.  The complex mix of fruit, vegetables 
and necessary oils and vitamins make this the market best quality 
food to feed your ferrets as a staple ongoing diet.  Now available this 
is set to become a standard bearer in the local ferret market.
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For more information contact Pet Pacific Pty Ltd on  
(02) 4728 6000 or email petpacific@petpacific.com.au
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